the same meaning in widely separated languages. These are the survivors of the earliest fixed terms and generally represent objects or ideas of everyday life. And it is only the fixed terms, at whatever period formed, that are not subject to constant change in meaning.
To illustrate: Stone is a fixed term and has practically the same meaning in all the Germ, languages. For there is a definite external object to which the word corresponds. As long as this word is used, therefore, it will, in its literal sense, suffer little change. Of course, there will be individual variations. The word will not denote the same in the mouth of the scientist as in that of the mason. The content of any word is always an individual matter.
But stone was not always a fixed term. There was a time when pre-Germ. *stoino-s meant 'hard : hardness; hard object'. With a word having such a general meaning we may expect to find other words related that have quite different significations, especially when we learn that even 'hard' is a developed meaning. For we can be as certain as it is possible to be in any comparison that can not be followed historically that Goth, stains 'Stein' is connected with Skt. styäyaU 'verdichtet sich, gerinnt, wird hart', Av. staera-'Klippe', Gk. criov 'Steinchen', οπλή 'Tropfen', Lat. stiria 'gefrorener Tropfen', and many other words, in which the primary meaning is 'stiff, hard ' (cf. Schade Wtb. 867; Prellwitz Et. Wtb. 299, 302, 303; Uhlenbeck Ai. Wtb. 345; Hirt Idg. Abl. 378) .
The study of this group of words brings out another fact: Synonymy in related words may not be original. For Av. staera-, Gk. cnov, Goth, stains are not derivatives of an IE. base siz-, stoi-'stone, rock', but each came to its meaning independently from the earlier signification 'hard, stiff', as did also Gk. cricpoc 'Reif', Lat. stiria 'erstarrter Tropfen' or Lith. sty rau 'steif und lümmelhaft dastehen', Skt. stimita-s 'schwerfällig, träge, unbeweglich'. It is equally evident that corresponding forms in related words do not necessarily go back to a common form. Thus: Av. staera-, Lat. stiria, Lith. styrau, Icel. stirur 'stiffness in the eyes* are probably all independent derivatives of the base sti-\ and even MHG. sttf 'steif', Lith. stlpti 'erstarren', Lat. stipäre cannot with any certainty be referred to a common base *stipo-, though they all go back to such a base. When in such cases we refer words to a common IE. base, it should be understood that this does not imply a common origin for that base, although the possibility of a common origin is not excluded. In brief, related words may independently fall together in form or in meaning or in both.
But even fixed terms are not always permanent. There may have been several other Germ, words for 'stone' that were crowded out by the word stone. For it is the underlying idea in a fixed term not the term itself that is persistent. That is, if 'stone' is thought of as 'something hard', the same idea may be expressed by various other terms. This fact, for it is a fact and not a theory, as will be seen by the examples given below, makes it clear why there may be many different terms for the same object.
Words may therefore be related in form or in meaning. If they are related in form, that is if they are derivable from the same base, they may be synonymous but more frequently they differ in meaning, sometimes entirely. I refer especially to related words in different languages, but even in the same language this in often true. If words are related in meaning, that is if they have the same underlying idea, they may be derivable from the same base or from entirely distinct bases.
There are three things, therefore, to be distinguished in every word: The phonetic form; the primary meaning of the base; and the underlying meaning of the word under consideration. Take any base, for example lip-, and as a rule the form will be most persistent. The meaning of that base may shift from one idea to another until it is utterly changed, while the form may pass through several milleniums unscathed. But if we take a word as the embodiment of an idea, we shall find that the underlying idea is often the most persistent element. For the idea may survive through a succession of unrelated forms.
To illustrate with stone: (1) This is from pre-Germ. *stoinos, and is related to other words with quite different meanings. (2) The primary meaning of the base is 'thicken, become stiff. (3) The underlying idea of stone is 'hard, hardness'. The same idea may be expected in other words for 'stone*.
What then is necessary in explaining a word? First of all we must find other words that may be phonetically related.
1*
But the etymologist has far more to consider than phonetic correspondences. However important and interesting these are in themselves, they do not explain words. They simply explain phonetic transformations. A word might be traced through all the IE. languages and yet not be explained. For example E. red is found in all the Germ, and in nearly all the IE. languages with about the same meaning. We know, therefore, that red must be a very old color-name, one of the very oldest, in fact. But the word is not explained unless we can show how it came to mean 'red'. In such explanations lies the chief task of the etymologist. He has, then, to explain words not merely as vocables with changing form and meaning but as the embodiment of ideas.
In making comparisons we should certainly depend more upon the form than upon the meaning. To illustrate how unsafe it is to combine words simply because they are synonymous, Ave may take the following examples.
I.
It is assumed by some that in such words as Lat. frango : Skt. bhanakti 'break'; OE. sprecan : specan 'speak', etc., the forms without r are from older forms with r. The proof rests solely upon the similarity in meaning, which in itself is no proof at all. It is quite possible that in some such way as indicated by Brugmann Grdr. I 2 , 426, r may have been lost from certain forms, but to attempt to establish a general phonetic law to explain this loss is out of the question. Examples enough will suggest themselves to any one who is intent on establishing some phonetic law. In addition to the examples of lost r usually given, I submit the following. These examples might easily be increased. But what do they prove? They certainly do not prove that the words with and without r are related, though I will not deny that there may be cases in which an r, through contamination with some other form or by dissimilation, has been added or lost.
These examples prove that it is very easy for the same meaning to develop in various ways, and that it is possible to prove anything we choose, if all that is necessary to that end is a comparison of synonymous words. For it will be granted by all that in prehistoric times there were comparatively few ideas, and these, at least in the earliest times, must have been expressed concretely and objectively. In other words, the primitive man did not express what he felt or thought, but described what he saw and heard and handled. The various passions were described according to the physical effect produced by the mental state of the person observed. This we do even now. Thus we speak of a person as 'sputtering, choking, flashing fire from his eyes', etc. to describe different degrees of impatience or anger. In like manner external objects were named from some striking characteristic. And such descriptions were, for the most part, expressed in terms of motion.
As most objects and concepts must originally have been expressed in terms of motion and are often still so expressed when we use descriptive terms, and as the expressions of motion must have been comparatively limited, it follows that there must have been a continual crossing and recrossing of developed meanings. That is, we have what we call synonymous words. These words may or may not come from the same primary meaning. And if they come from the same meaning, they may be phonetically distinct. Thus Gk. λιβρός 'dripping, wet' and OE. slipig 'slimy' are On the other hand widely divergent meanings may develop from one primary meaning. Thus Germ, springan has given words for 'run, leap, flow; scatter, sprinkle; burst, split; spring up, grow', and many others; and outside of Germ, the same base means 'drive; hasten, strive after, desire, envy', etc. And what is true of this base is often true to a much greater extent of other bases. When, therefore, we find two or more synonymous bases which can be combined only on the assumption of loss on the one side or of addition on the other, the probabilities are that the different bases are not related. We will examine some cases of this kind.
II.
MHG. schrimpfen 'einschrumpfen, runzeln*: OE. ge-hrumpen 'runzelig' : OHG. krimpfan 'schrumpfen' have been combined on the supposition that the IE. base (s)qremb-appears in Germ, with and without s, giving shrimp-, hrimp-, and that, after the sound-shift, krimp-developed from skrimp-(cf. Noreen Urg. Lautlehre 206). To these we might add with equal justice OE. rimpan 'zusammenziehen, runzeln'; MLG. wrimpen 'das Gesicht verziehen, rümpfen'; and MHG. klimpfen 'fest zusammenziehen, drücken, einengen'. We have, therefore, Germ, skrimp-, hrimp-, krimp-, rimp-, wrimp-, Mimp-used synonymously, and also skrink-, hrink-, krink-, rink-, wrink-, klink- . That these various bases are at least not cognate can be seen from the following discussion.
Base sqere(m)b-. The meanings 'spring'; 'spring back, shrink, fear'; 'spring apart, burst, cause to spring apart, separate, cut', etc. are found in nearly all of the above bases, and for the most part the secondary meanings developed independently in each base. Considering how naturally the meaning 'burst, split, separate cut' comes from 'spring, spring apart', there is certainly no good reason for separating sqer-'spring' and sqer-'split, cut'. On this development of meaning see Color-Names 40 ff.
III. Base qere(m)b. In this way we might select various other meanings from this group of words to show how closely allied they are. Or we might increase this list by the addition of other synonymous words; and the larger the list, the more evident it would be that common phonetic form and common meaning have very little to do with each other; and that any particular signification might develop in any word that could describe the object or act signified.
That the above bases skrimp-, hrimp, krimp-, etc. are not related is a priori probable from the following considerations: 1. Similarity in meaning tends to keep words phonetically similar, not to dissimilate them; 2. Synonymy of originally distinct words tends to assimilate them phonetically or to cause contamination. All that we can safely assume of the above bases is that some were formed as rime-words to others. This is probable from the different bases.
That the above bases are not related is evident from the fact that they are derivable, for the most part, from phonetically distinct IE. bases. Only in case of skrimp-and hrimp-can there be doubt, and even here the probabilities are that they were originally distinct bases which have contaminated each other. Now in considering all such cases we must bear in mind certain facts in language development. In every community the vocabulary is made up of descriptive and of fixed terms. A descriptive term is one which more or less exactly describes the object or action for which it stands. Thus eddy, wave, ringlet, whirlwind are descriptive, whereas horse, cow, book, stone are, in their literal sense, fixed terms. Fixed terms, however, immediately pass into descriptive terms when they are used figuratively. Moreover, the fixed terms of to-day are from the descriptive terms of yesterday. For it is safe to say that most words were originally descriptive terms.
It follows from this that the signification of words is continually shifting. The word may be enlarged in its scope or restricted in use. It will naturally develop differently in different communities, and thus will arise an endless variety of meanings and a wide divergency of use. This accounts for such differences as Skt. limpdti 'beschmiert, besudelt', Gk. λιπαρόο 'gesalbt, glänzend', λιπαρέω 'harre aus, bitte unablässig', Goth. bileiban 'bleiben', liban 'leben', OE. läfan 'hinterlassen', etc.
All this is well known, and yet it seems to be left out of the account in the explanations of some. But another fact, which seems not to be so well known, is that the idea, the real soul of the word, is often practically unchanging. The idea behind the word is after all the real word, and that should be the etymologist's aim. It is true that many words lost their descriptive force so long ago that their primary meaning may always remain hidden in the obscurity of the past, but even then it is a factor to be considered.
The idea behind the word remains the same because things remain the same. To the average person the objective world is the same to-day as it always was. For example, what we mean by a 'wrinkle' does not differ from the same thing as seen by our prehistoric ancestors. If we attempt to describe it, we must do it as they did. We shall think of it as a contraction or fold or pucker, or else as a groove or furrow. When, therefore, we find a word for 'wrinkle', we may expect to find it connected with some such meanings as 'turn, twist, bend, fold'; 'draw together, shrink, shrivel'; 'crumple, break', etc. And it matters not how or when the particular word may have come to this meaning. Whenever the required meaning is there, it may develop into 'wrinkle'. So then we might call 'wrinkle' an IE. word even though the form were not the same in any two successive ages, provided we mean by that a common signification running through the various forms.
Along with the persistency of the idea behind the word may go the greatest variety of form. And this helps to explain another fact of common observation: the displacement of one word by another. Sometimes, it is true, there is apparently no better reason for the disuse of a word than of a fashion. In other cases words fall into disrepute because of their association. But in many more instances than is usually supposed, words simply die. The old body, bereft of its vitality, that is, of its descriptive force, is soon forgotten and, if not embalmed in written speech, passes from the memory of man. But the spirit remains and, infleshed in a new form, continues with restored vigor. This process may be repeated from age to age until finally the community will fix upon a certain form and use that to the exclusion of others. It will then become a part of current speech and may survive for centuries or milleniums as a more or less definite term for some object, quality or action. Such terms become more and more common as language develops. Thus language becomes less picturesque and poetic but more exact and scientific.
As language becomes more exact, it loses its flexibility, its power of forming within itself new terms and new expressions. Nevertheless the people, the real language-makers, strive to express themselves more forcibly or more picturesquely than ordinary speech allows, but their effort is called slang. So we may spurn or recalcitrate as much as we please, for these words have lost their vivid signification, but we must not kick in polite society.
IX. 'Fledermaus'.
1. As an illustration of how one word may supplant another we may take some words for 'bat'. We find the bat described as a 'flutterer' or 'fluttermouse'. A very old Germ, word of this kind is OE. hreaße-müs 'bat'. This had perhaps even in OE. time ceased to be a descriptive term. The first part of the compound implies an older *hreopan, which is the ON. hriöda 'stürzen, losfahren ; wegwerfen, ausstreuen', and connected with OE. hrypig 'in ruins, verfallen', Lith. krutü 'rühre mich', krutüs 'rührig; beweglich, regsam', and perhaps also with MHG. rütten, rütteln 'rütteln, schütteln'.
2. OE. hrere-müs 'bat', ME. reremous, must have preserved its descriptive force down through the ME. period. The first member of the compound is from OE. hreran 'move, shake, stir', OHG. ruoren 'rühren', etc. This word displaced the other because it better represented to the minds of the users their idea of the bat. It is in no sense an analogical transformation but an old idea revivified by infusion into a new form.
8. E. flickermouse 'bat' is another revivified word, the first part being from E. flicker, OE. flicorian 'flutter'. In the same way were formed E. flittermouse 'bat' from E. flitter 'flutter', Gr. flattern; and late ME. flyndermouse, E. flindermouse 'bat* from prov. E. 8. ME. backe, whence E. bat. Dan. aften-bakke 'bat', OSw. natt-bakka 'night-jar', ML. batta, blatta, blacta. In these words confusion has come in because the original meaning was lost sight of. It is impossible to say what the original form was or whether it is Germ. There seems, however, to be a secondary connection with E. bate 'beat, flap' (the wings), Fr. battre les ailes (cf. Cent. Diet. s. v. bate).
X. 'Bur, Klette'.
In a number of words for 'bur' we find the underlying meaning 'clinging, sticking to, adhering'. This meaning is expressed by various different bases going back to the same meaning. These words are not necessarily old, but the manner of describing them is as old as a word for 'bur' well could be. There may have been a score of Germ, words for 'bur' that have been lost, all meaning 'clinging, sticking'. The idea survived; the word changed. We shall, therefore, find connected with OE. dife, date, etc. other words with an entirely different meaning, since 'cling, stick' may be the descriptive term for quite different objects.
XI. 'Shrew-mouse'.
The words for 'shrew-mouse' are instructive since they preserve so well the original descriptive force. Shrews resemble mice in general appearance, but have a long sharp snout. From this they probably take their name. At any rate the word means 'cutting, sharp, pointed'.
1. OHG. spizi-müs 'Spitzmaus': spizi, spizzi 'spitz'. 2. OE. screatoa 'shrew-mouse' : ME. schrewe 'wicked, malicious', primarily 'sharp, biting', OE. scread 'shred, paring'.
3. OE. scierfe-müs 'shrew-mouse' : sceorfan 'gnaw', OHG. scarbön 'zerschneiden'. 4. OE. hearma 'shrew-mouse' : hearm 'grievous, cruel, wicked; injury, harm, loss, grief, primarily 'sharp; sharpness', GK. κέρμα 'small particle, morsel', κείρω 'cut, shear'. 5. Lith. kertüs, kertükas 'Spitzmaus' : kertü 'haue scharf', kartüs 'bitter', Skt. kärtate, kfntäti 'schneidet'.
Some might be inclined to connect Lith. ker-tus with OE. hear-ma, referring both to a base qer-, qor-'shrewmouse'. But for such a procedure we have not the slightest justification. Both words may indeed go back to a base qer-'cut', but it is evident that they developed independently.
XIII. 'Bull, Steer'.
"We find IE. words for 'steer, bull' which, though not phonetically corresponding, are sometimes connected. They are much better explained, however, by those who refer them to different bases. The similarity in meaning together with the dissimilarity in form and origin is seen from the following comparisons. Or OE. wylig etc. may go back to *uelek-and be compared with Zweig', ChSl. vlasü 'Haar' (cf. Uhlenbeck Ai. Wtb. 277) or to *ueleq-and be compared with Skt. valkä-s 'Bast', ChSl. vlakno 'Faser', OE. wlöh 'Faser, Flocke', etc. In any case we may refer all to the base uel-'twist, bend : Skt. vdlati 'wendet sich, dreht sich', Lith. vilti 'walken, verwirren, verschlingen', etc. 5. Lat. salix, Gk. έλίκη 'willow'. The Gk. word is certainly identical with έλίκη 'a winding, twisting; part of a shell-fish', and related to έλι£ 'twisted, bent, curved, winding, spiral', as subst. 'spiral, twist, whirl; whirlpool; tendril of the vine; curl, lock of hair; bowels', έλίοαυ 'turn, roll, wind, wrap, bend, twist, twine', though we seem to have here a confusion of two bases selik-and uelik-. Hirt Idg. Abi. 550, connects Lat. salix and OHG. salaha, referring them to a base seloik 'Weide'. This comparison would make it necessary to assume that salaha, salha (OE. sealh), is for Germ. *salihö, which is altogether improbable, since the i would not be syncopated early enough to allow of the development of a svarabhaktic vowel. They may, however, be referred to a base selo-, which is discussed in the article cited above, and thus remotely connected. But this connection does not presuppose an IE. base selo-'willow' but 'wind, twist', etc. The very fact that we find so many words for 'willow' makes it improbable that any one word became a fixed term in IE. time.
7. Gk. λύγος 'any pliant twig or rod fit for wicker-work, withe, willow twig', λυγίζω 'bend, twist; writhe, struggle', λυγιοτής 'basket-maker', Lith. lugnas 'geschmeidig, biegsam', OE. lücan 'interlace, close, shut', dr-loc 'oar-withe, rowlock', locc 'lock, hair', Goth, ga-lükan, etc.
8. OhSl. vrüba 'Weide', Lith. verba 'Weiden-oder Birkenrute, Reis, Gerte', virbas 'Rute, Zweig', virblnis 'Schlinge', OPruss. wirbe 'Seil', Lith. verbiü 'wende um', Goth. wairpan 'werfen' (cf. 6,1).
9. Lith. blinde 'Salweide' : Gk. ßXabapoc 'loose, soft', Skt. mfdü-? 'weich, zart', ChSl. mladü 'jung, zart', Lat. blandus.
10. Lith. glösnis, OPruss. glossis 'Weide' are no doubt from some word meaning 'bend' or the like. We may perhaps compare MHG. klate 'Kralle'.
XIV. 'Nit'. Several words for 'nit' are derivable from verbs meaning 'scrape, rub'. This seems to indicate either that the nits were supposed to cause the itching or that they were thought of as granules, particles. Here as elsewhere it is the common meaning not the common form that prevails. Though the Gk. and Germ, words are 110 doubt from the same base, they were probably formed independently.
3. OHG. gnitan 'reiben, fricare', MHG. gnist 'fest auf der Kopfhaut sitzender Hautschmutz, Grind', ON. gnist 'knirschen', OE. gnidan 'rub; pulverize', gnidel 'pestle' : Pol. gnida, Russ. gnida, Czech, hnida 'Niß'. 4. ChSl. gladüi 'glätten', Czech, hladiti 'glätten, polieren, streicheln', Pol. gladzic 'glätten, feilen', MHG. glinden 'gleiten' : Lith. glinda 'Niß'. 5. Lat. lendes 'Nisse' seems to come from a different meaning, perhaps 'crawl'. Compare Lith. lendtt 'krieche', lindu 'schleiche, krieche'.
XV. 'Sinew, Nerve'. We find a number of words for 'sinew, tendon' in which the primary meaning is 'string, cord'. No doubt there were names for 'sinew' from the very earliest times. Some of these may have survived, but the words we find for 'sinew' are in most cases transparent descriptive terms, and may be comparatively recent.
1. Skt. snäyati 'umwindet', snäyvrß, sndyu 'Band, Sehne'. 2. ON. snüa 'winden, drehen, eilen', Sw. sno 'drehen, zwirnen; sich beeilen, laufen', Goth. sniwan 'eilen', etc. : Lett, snaujis 'Schlinge', Skt. snävan 'Band, Sehne'; Av. snävara 'Sehne', Gk. νευρά 'Sehne, Bogensehne', veupov 'Sehne, Kraft' (cf. Prellwitz Et. "Wtb. 211; Brugmann Gr. Gramm. 54; Noreen Urg. Lautl. 85; Hirt Idg. Abi. 478).
These two groups may be remotely connected through a base sne-'turn, twist, twine; whirl, hasten' (cf. Color-Names 119 ff.), but the various words for 'sinew' probably arose independently after the meaning 'cord, string' had developed. It is altogether improbable that there was an IE. base senäu 'Band, drehen', from which OHG. senawa, Skt. snävan, Gk. veöpov, ON. snüa were derived.
3. OHG. senawa, OE. sinu, ON. sin 'Sehne' are probably not connected with the above at all. These go back to a Germ. *siriwö, which must be a comparatively recent formation. For IE. *senuä would have yielded Germ. *sinnö. Germ. *sinwö may be referred to pre-Germ. *sinuä from a base *sinu-: Skt. sinöti 'bindet'; sindti, sydti, OHG. seil, seito, stmo, etc. 4. Lith. neriü 'fädele ein', narinu 'mache einen Knoten oder eine Schlinge', OHG. naru 'eng', narwa 'Narbe; fibulatura', 10. OE. cnyttan 'tie', enyttels 'string, sinew'. In the above we have words for 'sinew' ranging from the earliest times down to the present, and yet there is no evidence that in this sense the words had become fixed. Av. snävara and Gk. veOpov correspond most closely, but the secondary meaning 'sinew' may have developed independently in each. Before the formation of the separate IE. dialects, if there ever was such a time, there may have been as many words for 'sinew' as there were communities. In fact we may well believe that any word for 'string, cord' might be used for 'sinew', just as in Eng. we speak of tKe sinews as cords. In ordinary speech cord and ligament have nearly driven sinew out of use except in its figurative sense. And it matters not how the meaning 'cord, string' develops. All that is necessary is that the proper term should arise, and the word springs into existence.
XVI. 'Entrails'.
In some cases the same word may mean 'sinews' and 'entrails'. This is because 'entrails' are often called 'cords, ropes, geschlinge'. For examples of this see Mod. Lang. Notes, 17, 7 f. In other cases the viscera are thought of as 'sacks, pouches' or as 'wrappers, coverings' (ib., 9 f.) . A third general term for intestines is 'inwards', a common and obvious mode of description.
1. Skt. antdr 'innen', Lat. inter, Skt. dntara-s 'der innere', anträ~m 'Eingeweide', ChSl. jetro 'Leber', Gk. έντερα 'intestines'; Lat. interior 'inner', interiöra 'intestines'; internus 'inward', interna 'intestines', Veg. Yet. 3,2; interäneus 'inward', -äneum, It. entragno, Ο Fr. entraigne 'intestine'; ML. intralia, Fr. entrailles 'enirails'.
These words do not come from a fixed IE. term for 'entrails', but from words meaning 'within', 'inward'. Some are very old words, others quite recent.
2. Lat.infus, Gk. tvxoc 'within', Skt. antastya-m 'Eingeweide'; Gk. ?VTOC0I 'from within', evrocBia 'inwards'; έντοοθίδιος 'inward', -ια 'inwards'; Lat. intestinus 'inward', -Una 'inwards'.
The above as words for 'intestines' have no connection with the preceding group. They are related in meaning only, though both groups are from IE. en 'in'. This is also in the following.
3. Gk. έγκάο 'deep, down below', έγκατα 'entrails'. 4. ON. innar 'drinnen', innre, idre 'der innere', idrar 'Eingeweide'; OHG. innaht 'Inneres, Eingeweide'; OE. innod 'interior; intestines, stomach, womb', OHG. inn{e)ödi, innödile 'Eingeweide'; Goth. innaßrö 'von innen', OHG. innuodri, OS. innathri 'Eingeweide'; OE. innanweard 'inward', ßwt innanwearde 'inwards', etc.
XVII. Various Parts of the Body.
We find a large number of words for this or that part of of the body, some of which are given below. The examples given should teach us that we should be careful how we refer to IE. words for 'back, belly, breast, knee', etc. That there were, for example, words for 'knee' is certain. But they did not mean simply 'knee', but 'crook, bend, knob', or the like, and hence could be used of other objects that could be thus described.
It is also important to notice that when we find the same word giving derivatives for 'hill, boil, hump, back, goitre, cheek', etc., as in no. 18 below, it is because the word can describe these various objects and hence can become a fixed term for them. So in Skt. kak$a-s 'Achselgrube', Lat. coxa 'Hüfte', OHG. hahsa 'Kniebug', Ir. coss 'Fuß', there is no shifting of meaning in some word for a part of the body, but a different application of some term, such as 'bend, curve', that might describe any one of these.
That designations for some parts of the body should become fixed terms at a very early period is not strange. But it is just as certain that such terms as heart, liver, tongue were descriptive terms originally as that E. hump, chest, cord are so at present. It is inconceivable that a word for 'heart' could spring into existence except as a descriptive term. Some starting point, of course, there must have been, a time when the utterances were demonstrative and expressive rather than descriptive. But to such a time it is impossible for us to go back. So far as words can be explained at all, they are, aside from a comparatively few onomatopoetic words, descriptive terms. And these descriptive terms are for the most part traceable to expressions (whether nouns or verbs) of motion. Back of this we can not go. The above words represent a very large class of words in which one is regarded as the corrupted or phonetically changed form of the other. In kniuwel the η is supposed to come from I by dissimilation. This is possibly true in this case; but there were other factors, which perhaps had more to do with the change. In fact we have here perhaps the substitution of a word rather than of a sound (cf. XVII, 34). Certain it is that that is often the case. If we have synonymous bases kluand knu-, we may expect to find parallel formations. Hence such forms as MHG. klüpfel : knüpfel should be regarded as independent, unrelated words. Of course, one form might have caused the other to arise, but that is a regular process in word-formation. Examples of parallel formations are given below.
XXI. Possibilities of Derivation.
That the idea behind the word is the important element, and that this idea may be clothed in various forms has been illustrated by many examples. It has also been apparent from these examples that the same form may develop widely divergent significations. To enlarge upon this point we will take the IE. base *gelo-, and show how the various meanings have grown naturally out of the primary signification.
This base has produced a large number of words in Germ, representing a pre-Germ. gle, git, gltt. the last two forms coming from gle-io-, gle-uo-. It is not necessary to suppose, however, that each form arose in this way. If there were the synonymous bases *glebo-, *gleigo-, *gleudo-, there might be formed *glego-, *gledo-\ *gleibo, *gleido~; *gleubo-, *gleugo-, even without any original bases *gelo-, *gle-io-, * gle-uo-. In this case the words might be only secondarily related. That is, an actual relationship might grow up between different groups of words which were originally unrelated. How this is I shall show at another time.
The base gelo-, however, can be followed through just as if it had really grown from the derived bases gle-io-and gle-uo-. Whether that is the case is incapable of proof. But it can be shown that in the various groups of words the meanings have developed in the same way.
The primary meaning of the base seems to be 'press, draw together, form into a mass; draw together, shrink, lie close, cling'. From 'cling' comes 'stick to, adhere, be smeary', etc., and also 'climb, clamber', with various other derived meanings.
The base gel-occurs meaning 'freeze'. This is the natural development of 'draw together, form into a mass', a meaning that is very common in the derived bases. Thus: Lat. glomus 'ball'; globus 'ball, mass', gleba 'clod', ON. Meppr 'Klotz, Klumpen'; OHG. clunga 'glomus'; Skt. gläu? 'Ballen', OHG. Miuwa 'Knäuel'; OE. clofe 'bulb, clove'; clott 'lump', MHG. kloz 'Klumpen', klöz 'Klumpen, Knolle'; OE. clüd 'rock'; clyne 'lump', etc.
1. Base gel-'draw together' : 'freeze' : Lat. *gelä-'das Zusammenziehen ; Erstarren', geläre 'stiffen, freeze; congeal', gelidus "stiff, cold, frozen', gelu 'stiffness, rigor, coldness, frost', glades 'hardness, ice', ON. Jcala 'gefrieren', kaldr 'kalt', klake 'ice in the ground, frozen lump', OE. col 'cool; appeased, calm', etc., h) Sw. klirra, Dan. klirre, NHG. klirren 'clatter' may be a secondary onomatopoetic word modeled after such words as NHG. schwirren, Dan. svirre-, MHG. sneren, snarren, murren; knirren, knarren; or it may be connected with Goth, klismö 'Klingel', klismjan 'klingeln'.
The examples given in this paper are not intended to explain the origin of language, but are simply a contribution to nomenclature. It matters not what period we take, we shall always find descriptive terms, though naturally such terms will be less and less frequent as language develops.
To illustrate in a general way what has been given above, we will suppose that, at a very early period in the IE. mother tongue, there were five or more words meaning 'bend, curve, wind, twist'. Naturally these words would be used in describing things that bend, curve, etc. Hence it follows that some or all of these words might be applied to a particular bend or curve, such as cheek, breast, rump, elbow, knee, or hill, hollow, valley, gulf. Or they might be used to express fear, shame, weakness, stealth, etc. In fact the possibilities would be limitless. Now we are not to suppose that every one would use the same word to denote 'breast', for example, or that any one person would always use the same word. It would be sufficient to describe the breast as a curve, hump, swelling, bunch, or the like. But there would come a time when a community would use one word to the exclusion of others; and this word would cease to mean 'curve, hump' in general, and would now be a fixed term for 'breast'. Other related words might die out or might develop a meaning altogether different.
But to follow the word 'breast' further. This fixed term might continue in vogue for some time only to be crowded out by some new descriptive term. And this process might be repeated indefinitely. When, therefore, the Germ, designation of a prominent part of the body is not found in other languages, that is no proof that that part of the body was not named in the earliest times, but is evidence, rather, that there was a number of designations for it. For the more easily a thing may be described, the less likely is a fixed term to arise. For example, so prominent a feature as the female breast would not fail to be designated from the very earliest times, and yet no common
